Suzuki katana750

Description: Katana Striking an ideal balance of sport-bike excitement and sport-touring
comfort. Striking an ideal balance of sport-bike excitement and sport-touring comfort, the
refinement of the Katana is evident from its sophisticated look and truly appreciated on the
road. Sport styling is highlighted by a full fairing that offers excellent wind protection for rider
and passenger. The long-stroke valve engine that powers the Katana produces strong low to
mid-range power. Suzuki Advanced Cooling System SACS , which combines air and oil cooling,
allows the engine to be lighter and more compact than most liquid-cooled engines. An attractive
stainless steel 4 into 1 exhaust system is tuned for strong low and midrange power. Responsive
handling and long distance comfort are the hallmark of the Katana The front forks have 41mm
inner tubes for maximum rigidity and steering precision while delivering a controlled ride. The
link-type rear suspension is fully adjustable and provides excellent all-around sporting
capability and compliance. A redesigned rear cowl gives the big Katana a sleeker look and
houses a new, compact taillight. Sophisticated and competent, the Katana strikes a rare balance
between sport and touring. The long road ahead is waiting. Except for a power level we wish
would be higher at times, a certain roughness of the engine, and a line that some find bizarre,
we can find nothing wrong with the bike. The quality of its power delivery, comfort and handling
are amazing considering the asking price. The engine was lifted directly from the Gixxer, and
modified for a smoother, and lower, torque curve. The chassis was based very closely on that
used in the Katana , with a steel tube frame and very similar set-ups on the suspension and
brakes. The bodywork was also very similar. Everything worked together very well. For all those
looking to pump some adrenalin, without having to visit the chiropractor afterwards, the Katana
made a lot of sense. Power in was Suzuki decided to update the old motor, rather than slot in a
newer, GSXR derived engine. Handling and comfort were much improved over previous models,
but there was still significant vibration, and the rubber mounted bars gave an odd feeling. Still,
the Katana was marketed at a very reasonable price, and offered a lot of bang for the buck.
Plenty about with low mileage and in nice nick but the odd one thrashed, crashed and bashed.
Rear mono-shock bearings often shagged after 20k and electrical hassles around 50k. Some
have done 75k plus. IGM Says GSXF, GSXF Katanas : These are high-performance sportbikes
that require a rider with self control, but they are such good all-around motorcycles that if you
think you can trust yourself, you might want to consider buying one. But over the years, as
sportbikes become more extreme, the Katanas seemed more like standard motorcycles. And
they are good, comfortable, all-around bikes, although they may be a little intimidating for a
beginner. The would earn a best buy rating, except for the fact that is costs as much as the
Suzuki Bandit. News Ticker. Engine Type: cc Inline-Four. Manufacturer: Suzuki â€¦â€¦â€¦.. Years
Made: â€” Present. Style: Sport Standard. Average Used Costs:. This is the Katana nuts and
bolts page. Here you will find a variety of specifications, information sheets and data pertinent
to the gs x and gs x Suzuki Katana. There is some overlap for the gs x Katana as the frame and
cosmetics are exactly the same as her big brothers. The only difference is the lower motor
mounts on the Stock Fork length 32" Swing Arm Length Don't mess around with something this
critical to your survival. Welcome to the Katana technical pages. The site also has other
information of interest to both Katana and other GS owners. There is a time and financial cost
maintaining this site, and answering your many email questions. Would you consider selecting
one of the options below to help offset my time and costs? I guarantee you, after years of
searching forums, wasting money buying parts that don't fit and don't work, the information
here will save you significant money, time and frustration, because everything on this site has
been tested on my own bikes. Have a look at the information, and if you truly feel you have not
got at least a dollars worth of entertainment, inspiration or information, then I thank you for
visiting and I hope you liked the bikes, and will come back. I am not a licensed mechanic. Any
changes to handling, braking or anything else described on this site are for entertainment
purposes only. I do not recommend that anyone make changes to their motorcycle without
checking with a licensed professional. This is a high quality picture taken by me with my DSLR
camera. Thank you for supporting this site. British Columbia Canada. Description: Katana
Striking an ideal balance of sport-bike excitement and sport-touring comfort. Striking an ideal
balance of sport-bike excitement and sport-touring comfort, the refinement of the Katana is
evident from its sophisticated look and truly appreciated on the road. Sport styling is
highlighted by a full fairing that offers excellent wind protection for rider and passenger. The
long-stroke valve engine that powers the Katana produces strong low to mid-range power.
Suzuki Advanced Cooling System SACS , which combines air and oil cooling, allows the engine
to be lighter and more compact than most liquid-cooled engines. An attractive stainless steel 4
into 1 exhaust system is tuned for strong low and midrange power. Responsive handling and
long distance comfort are the hallmark of the Katana The front forks have 41mm inner tubes for
maximum rigidity and steering precision while delivering a controlled ride. The link-type rear

suspension is fully adjustable and provides excellent all-around sporting capability and
compliance. A redesigned rear cowl gives the big Katana a sleeker look and houses a new,
compact taillight. Sophisticated and competent, the Katana strikes a rare balance between sport
and touring. The long road ahead is waiting. Except for a power level we wish would be higher
at times, a certain roughness of the engine, and a line that some find bizarre, we can find
nothing wrong with the bike. The quality of its power delivery, comfort and handling are
amazing considering the asking price. The engine was lifted directly from the Gixxer, and
modified for a smoother, and lower, torque curve. The chassis was based very closely on that
used in the Katana , with a steel tube frame and very similar set-ups on the suspension and
brakes. The bodywork was also very similar. Everything worked together very well. For all those
looking to pump some adrenalin, without having to visit the chiropractor afterwards, the Katana
made a lot of sense. Power in was Suzuki decided to update the old motor, rather than slot in a
newer, GSXR derived engine. Handling and comfort were much improved over previous models,
but there was still significant vibration, and the rubber mounted bars gave an odd feeling. Still,
the Katana was marketed at a very reasonable price, and offered a lot of bang for the buck.
Plenty about with low mileage and in nice nick but the odd one thrashed, crashed and bashed.
Rear mono-shock bearings often shagged after 20k and electrical hassles around 50k. Some
have done 75k plus. IGM Says GSXF, GSXF Katanas : These are high-performance sportbikes
that require a rider with self control, but they are such good all-around motorcycles that if you
think you can trust yourself, you might want to consider buying one. But over the years, as
sportbikes become more extreme, the Katanas seemed more like standard motorcycles. And
they are good, comfortable, all-around bikes, although they may be a little intimidating for a
beginner. The would earn a best buy rating, except for the fact that is costs as much as the
Suzuki Bandit. News Ticker. Engine Type: cc Inline-Four. Manufacturer: Suzuki â€¦â€¦â€¦.. Years
Made: â€” Present. Style: Sport Standard. Average Used Costs:. This is the Suzuki GSXS Katana
scale kit from Tamiya, it faithfully replicates one of the most important Suzuki motorcycles of all
time â€” right down to the flip-up headlight. The s and s were a time of revolutionary new
designs in the automotive world, sharply angled wedge-shaped cars were dominant with
designers like Giorgetto Giugiaro and Marcello Gandini leading the way. The Katana remains
one of the most famous and beloved motorcycles ever released by Suzuki â€” so much so that
they released a new version of the model that was released in This Tamiya kit measures in at
mm, 63mm wide, and 96mm high. It has a highly-detailed inline 4-cylinder DOHC engine with its
distinctive cooling fins in place, and it uses vinyl tubing to replicate parts like the throttle cable
and brake lines. As with all Tamiya kits it requires assembly and painting, but this is the part
that model builders love the most. Visit The Store. Silodrome was founded by Ben back in , in
the years since the site has grown to become a world leader in the alternative and vintage
motoring sector, with millions of readers around the world and many hundreds of thousands of
followers on social media. This article and its contents are protected by copyright, and may only
be republished with a credit and link back to Silodrome. Read More. The Ducati Super Sport is
one of the most important production bikes in the long history of the legendary Italian
motorcycle maker. The Super Sport was essentially a road legal raceâ€¦. There are few people
better suited to the classic vehicle restoration business than the Germans. The engineers at
Cagiva had thrownâ€¦. Ben Branch. Published by Ben Branch - December 4th Brief Histories
Cars Classic 4x4 Japanese. Ducati Italian Motorcycles. Cars Motorcycles. British Cars Classic
4x4 German. Special thanks to BaT reader Peter for this submission. Though it looks like a
perfectly nice rider, the seller says that cosmetics will need work to be their best. A few shallow
tank dents are also mentioned, and replacement decals are claimed to be readily available from
several different vendors. Notice also that the pop-up headlight door is electrically
operatedâ€”we half expe
led tractor lights
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cted it to work manually. Described as mechanically fit with a strong engine, brakes and
suspension, the ad further notes that all lights and instruments work as designed. Modifications
include straight handlebars in place of standard clip-ons and aftermarket intake pods in place of
the stock air box originals for both are included. Braided front brake lines and mufflers from an
unknown bike are also fitted, and additional spares include an un-cracked replacement screen.
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